
Writing a basic client that submits a job is simple as writing 
these few lines of code:

vector<ActivityCreationResponse> responses;

call->getResponse( responses );

for( int i = 0; i < responses.size(); ++i )
  cout << responses.at( i ).getActivityID( ) << endl;
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vector< pair<ActivityDescription*, string> > actDesc;
/**
 An XML can contain more ActivityDescription nodes
 If there is an error, an ActivityDescription pointer will be NULL   
and coupled string will contain a human readable error message
*/
CreateActivityDescriptionFromXML::create( xmlfile, actDesc );

vector< ActivityDescription > actVec;
  
[code to take the not NULL ActivityDescription objects contained in 
the actDesc and put them into the actVec vector]

CreateActivities CA( actVec );

AbstractCall* call = CallFactory::makeCall( “https://es_endpoint.mydomain:8443/...”, &CA );

string error;
  
if(!call->init(certificate_file, key_file, error ))
  {
    cerr << error << endl;
    return 1;
  }
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  AbstractCall::SOAP_CALL_ERROR_CODES  code;

  
  if(!call->execute( error, code ) ) {

    cerr << error << “: “ << AbstractCall::SOAP_CALL_ERROR_CODES_STRING[code] << endl;
    return 1;

  }
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SOAP_CALL_ERROR_CODESSOAP_CALL_ERROR_CODES
is an abstraction of the “low-level”is an abstraction of the “low-level”

 errors that can occurs in the SOAP errors that can occurs in the SOAP
stack. They are immutable with WSDLstack. They are immutable with WSDL
changes and gSOAP version update,changes and gSOAP version update,

and can be used to addressand can be used to address
human readable immutable string arrayhuman readable immutable string array

 for error description: for error description:
SOAP_CALL_ERROR_CODES_STRING[]SOAP_CALL_ERROR_CODES_STRING[]

Each subclass implements in aEach subclass implements in a
different way the parent's pure virtualdifferent way the parent's pure virtual

executeexecute method that internally invokes method that internally invokes
the proper stub function related to the currentthe proper stub function related to the current

ES's operation.ES's operation.

The factory returns an instance ofThe factory returns an instance of
a subclass of AbstractCalla subclass of AbstractCall

(specific for the ES operation) by mean(specific for the ES operation) by mean
of overloading of the static method of overloading of the static method makeCallmakeCall

that recognizes its params and understandthat recognizes its params and understand
which ES's operation is to be invoked;which ES's operation is to be invoked;
depending on this operation a properdepending on this operation a proper

AbstractCall's subclass pointer is returned.AbstractCall's subclass pointer is returned.
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